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Rolling Stock for the US Market
Major US cities tap Kawasaki for greener cars with more carrying power.
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400 cars of R142A ordered
from NYCT

260 cars of R160 ordered
from NYCT

First Series 7000 subway
train delivered to WMATA

The R142A has introduced major technological
innovations in electronics, including computer
controls to streamline operation and maintenance,
and a train control and monitoring system based
on touch screen messages. In 2002,Kawasaki
became the first Japanese company to earn the
Best Paper Award for its crash safety performance
study of the R142A.

A joint project with Alstom. Kawasaki provided
the bogies for the 1,002 cars manufactured by
Alstom, and was responsible for the overall
design as the project's engineering leader. The
R160 was contractually required to travel at
least 100,000 miles (approximately 161,000
km) without malfunction; Kawasaki-made trains
went 1,600,000 miles without a glitch.

A new model. First stainless steel trains in the
WM ATA's fle et . Feat ure s s t ate - of-th e -ar t
systems, including monitors for displaying digital
content, CCTV cameras, and a communications
network, that offer dramatically improved safety,
reliability, and comfort.

325 cars of R62 ordered from NYCT
The first to adopt a stainless steel car body structure built with flat
outer panels. It also introduced innovations in manufacturing technique,
including inverted installation of underfloor and ceiling fittings.
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Kawasaki's business activities are deeply

Kawasaki built trust by keeping to the

rooted in local communities. It has a rolling
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stock manufacturing plant in New York and
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in the ranks of the world's foremost rolling
stock system manufacturers.
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